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Wernher Hoffmann
In the Confrontation between the Rock and the Stream, the Stream always wins not through Strength but by PERSEVERENCE

H. Jackson Brown, jr.
The Persevering forces should always be a little bit greater than the changing ones – otherwise change will become disruptive!

But Disruptive Change can never be a profound change
The multipurpose view an land administration systems from an Information Manager

• Ownership protection
• Taxation
• Strategic Planning
• Controlling
• Decision making
• Asset for new products
• Statistical evaluation
• Publicity or Privacy
• ........
Do the right Things

• analyse and think about the changes profoundly
• Define the purpose and goal in a way that its measurable – Benefit must be obvious
• Be aware of all kind of barriers you may build or remove
• In complex situation make always a pilot study before you make a final decision
• Be aware of your own possibilities and skills
• ......
But then do the right things right

- Prioritise your resources
- Be carefully with shortcuts and bypasses
- Professional Project management is absolutely necessary
- Finish the changes until you have reached the end
- Avoid starting a change within a change
- ……..
how to make things better

1. do one thing at a time
2. know the problem
3. learn to listen
4. learn to ask questions
5. distinguish sense from nonsense
6. Except change as inevitable
7. admit mistakes
8. say it simple
9. be calm
10. smile
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